
WISH YOU A HAPPY NEW ACADEMIC YEAR 2016-17 

 

 

Dear Scholars, 

Welcome to the new academic year 2016-17.  During  this academic year we invite you to energize 
yourselves with new ideas and ideologies using your potential to make the entire year a rewarding one 
for all. Be truthful and respect the truth of others.  Make others  happy with what you have and forgive 
their shortcomings and be with them forever to cherish the world as one.  Do something good that is 
beyond the comfort zone.  Be the voice of needy and deserved and those who do not have a voice to raise 
their concern. Choose the healthy way of lifestyle, food, activities and the people.  Remember that you 
have been given the wonderful days to use in a systematic way which will create the future. 

We have an opportunity to explore how to develop and implement  the concepts of social justice, ethics 
and conflict resolution in order to ensure the fairness and respect in various arenas of daily routine. 

In Scholars, we encourage you to take a fresh look at everything that  makes up challenging and 
rewarding efforts and would take you to the heights. We hold high esteem on the human relationships 
we have with our students.  The ideas and values that underpin the development of the human person in 
his or her experience of life fascinate us, as they do you. And we are in constant effort to provide you 
with opportunities, both academic and co-scholastic, to make sure that you are groomed into the best 
humans of tomorrow. As mentors, it is challenging, exciting at the same time an honour for us.  This year 
we are exposing your skill and creativity inot many things, READS AND REWARDS PROGRAMME being 
one of the many. ACER TESTS will be given more importance and we would like you all to take part in it.  
We are planning to provide extra coaching for the same.  

We hope that you can contribute to the whole world  so that all will develop the qualities that the  world 
need to be true agents of change. Let us be global citizens who are concerned of our environment. Let us 
contribute on our own even though in small measures. Let us be thoughtful when we are wasting water, 
electricity and paper. Let us rethink about our actions and realize the mistakes that we have been 
committing, though unknowingly. Let us be a model. It is by willing to transform  ourselves  that we 
transform the world. 

This is a commitment we want to do with you.  We hope you will accept this initiative and the invitation 
that you will have countless rewards  and practical lessons from it.    

Once again, we welcome you with enthusiasm to the new and rewarding academic year. 

 
Prof.M.Abubaker 
Principal 


